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there is a lot of software services in different
web applications are threaten and attacked for
security vulnerabilities as well. Statistics from
Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT),
Open Source Vulnerability Database (OSVDB)
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Finally, in the section 5, the overall conclusion
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RELATED WORKS
Software vulnerabilities are caused by some

packaging approach (5) deployment approach.
And the component can communicate each other

kinds of programming errors and flaws that give

as shown in Figure2. Thus we can use the

rise to exploit techniques or particular attack

component architecture to construct a system,

patterns.

about
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are

the rules of linking components together and

Some
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related

management

research
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[1,4]

presented, but not mention the component

suitable

architecture for dynamic expansion. In paper [6],

platform environment, the system can operate to

the optimal policy for software vulnerability

fulfill the management purpose. The architecture

disclosure is discussed. The vulnerability trend

proposed in this work is based on component

and classification statistics are presented in [8,9],

models for the blocks of the system shown in

but without mentioning system development

Figure 3

issues. In paper [12], the researcher propose a
quest for a framework to improve software
security via vulnerability black markets scenario,
which give a good suggestion for the policy
adoption in the field of software vulnerability
disclosure and vulnerability countermeasure in
black markets.
III.
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The component-based architecture is the basis

component

interface

with

related

There are two types of vulnerabilities:
known and unknown. The known vulnerabilities
are the hazard events have already been found
and reported. The best way to keep up with
known vulnerabilities is to subscribe to regular
security

updates

from

comprehensive

vulnerability databases. However the unknown
vulnerabilities are vulnerabilities that have not
yet been found. Especially new technologies and
IV.

SOFTWARE VULNERABILITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DESIGN
Vulnerabilities are weaknesses in software

that enable an attacker to compromise the
integrity, availability, or confidentiality of that
software.

Thus,

the

basic

vulnerability

management initiatives should be designed to
indicate where the vulnerabilities will occur first,
and then according to the degree of hazard to set
the vulnerabilities up and follow to check the
way of controls are not being applied adequately

proprietary code extensions are frequently
infested with unknown vulnerabilities. Unknown
vulnerability management is not restricted to
testing during development. The instance of
managing security updates, verifying patches,
system integration and network monitoring are
all essential parts of unknown vulnerability
management strategies. The Overall framework
of CBASVMS with related the operational
components and managing functions are shown
in Figure5.

and finally to verify that vulnerabilities have
been remediate.
The vulnerability management must start
out by determining what the desired security
state for their environment, which is the policy
of the vulnerability management and associated
process. According the policy to implement
vulnerability management processes are shown
in Figure4.
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